OFERTA DE EMPLEO

Puesto:
Empresa:
Funciones:

Technical Writer
Unit4







Se requiere:








Competencias
a valorar:

You will work as a customer advocate
You will design, create and edit content according to company
standards and processes
You will review materials created by other Technical Writers
You will take part in UI strings development
You will identify the opportunities for content and process
improvement
You are fluent in English, both written and spoken
You like to interact with colleagues and share your enthusiasm with
them
You have an interest in technical writing and content creation
process
You have fundamental knowledge of XML, HTML, CSS
You have the ability to work on and keep track of multiple projects
You are familiar with technical information authoring tools

As a Technical Writer, you like to solve complex problems and describe their
solutions in a clear way. You have a very high sense of aesthetics and
usability. You are interested in new technologies and eager to learn new
things. You have a resourceful and curious nature and are not afraid to
challenge the status quo.

Engineer – Developer – 3 vacancies
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:

Funciones:

-

-

-

-

-

Se requiere:

In this job, you will join one of Unit4's R&D Centers! As a Software
Engineer / Developer, you will be part of the development and
maintenance of Unit4 products. For this, you will work from our
Granada office, you will interact with various other teams and
colleagues, for example from Poland - where there's another R&D
Center.
You will form part of Financials area, which is responsible from
delivering solutions on both our product core and regional products
for business and legal requirements.
Working as Software Engineer / Developer, you will have an
assigned mentor and receive Test Driven Development training.
You will develop code following Agile Software Development, and
you will join in daily stand-ups and iteration planning. You will
participate in different projects, some of them, with the most recent
cloud service platforms, like Azure.
In this job, you will work together with a team of developers and
testers, who are eager to share their knowledge and experience
and also to learn from you. You will be responsible for code reviews
and your code will be reviewed by your colleagues. You will also
refine user stories with the team!
As a Software Engineer / Developer, you will work closely with
Product Management (PM) to create code for solutions that meet
the needs and wants of our customers, all over the world.
To be successful in this job, you will work with your team to
guarantee the quality of the code delivered and respond
immediately if checked in code causes broken build or test. You will
also inform your Engineering Manager if you and the team are not
able to deliver on time and on quality.



Previous programming experience in a corporate environment;



Proficiency in C#, .Net Framework, SQL;



Knowledge of Angular, TypeScript, HTML5, CSS or PowerShell will
be an asset;



TFS and continuous integration tools wil be valued;



Ability to analyze problems and implement solutions for debugging;



Willingness to share your ideas to improve design´s decisions;



Knowledge of agile development methodologies, including Scrum
and Test Driven Development;



Experience in Financial business solutions or in ERP would

Competencias
a valorar:

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957
There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

Business Analyst_Financials
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:


Funciones:













Se requiere:

You work on product(s) and business case portfolio within the
Financials are (Core product and Localisations);
You will execute cross-product and cross-functional product
strategy and develop business cases for new or existing products
and localisations;
You will contribute to the functional product roadmap within your
domain and help identify and recommend buy, partner and build
alternatives;
You act as a customer during the development phase to make sure
that product solutions meet customer's needs and want and meets
the business/market requirements.
You will work on an agile environment and you will assist scrum
teams with your knowledge and experience in software design, as
in data modelling;
You translate market requirements and business cases into solid
design specifications and assists both Software Engineers and Test
Analysts with understanding those requirements;
You will create user stories and detailed business requirements
documentation, in which you can and will prioritize
You will connect and work with your peers in Product Management
and Lead Business Analysts to understand the customer needs and
use this knowledge to create the most effective functional
requirements design and User Stories;
You will create designs in close cooperation with Quality
Management and Engineering;
You plan and create pre-sales material and demo-systems, working
closely with Product Marketing;
You support Product Marketing interacting with key external
customers, partners and events to maximize adoption.
You have a Bachelor or Master degree in Business Administration or
experience on software sector;



3+ years of experience in a similar position in a relevant field;



Your knowledge and engaging manner makes it easy for you to get
business benefits across to consultants and customers;



You have a commercial mindset;



You have a strong analytical mind and a good understanding and
knowhow of product marketing, product management and/or
software development and services related to business software;



Your English is fluent.

Competencias
a valorar:

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957
There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

DevOps – 2 vacancies
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:


Funciones:










Integrate Unit4 Business World On! Localisations and Local products
into R&D Infrastructure on the following areas:
Continuous Build;
Continuous Test;
Continuous Delivery;
Process automation and implementation of best practices;
Server administration for the mentioned tasks;
Participate on CI/CD process definition and infrastructure settings
together with Technical Services team in Oslo/Granada and with
Lead Engineers;
Participate in the definition of cloud Devops processes;
Participate in the definition and continuous improvement of the




software installation process;
Document and communicate processes;
Work towards achieving full "infrastructure as code" in VSTS;



Minimum 3 years higher education within information technology
and/or equivalent relevant experience within software development;



Experience on scripting languages such as PowerShell is required;



Experience with source control systems such as TFS;



Experience with:

Se requiere:



Azure cloud deployment in general;



DevOps automation platforms like e.g. Chef or Puppet;



Continuous integration systems like e.g. TeamCity or
CC.NET;



Database management: SQL Server, Oracle.



Knowledge of Web development, . Net build process and package
installers, Windows Server administration and Citrix is an
advantage;



Good at interacting in English, both verbally and in writing;



Analytical and structured;



Excellent problem solving skills;



Proactive, responsible and self-driven;



Thorough and with a high level of quality focus;



Independent and a good team player.

Competencias
a valorar:

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957

There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

Manager Engineering
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:


Funciones:






Se requiere:

Competencias
a valorar:

You are responsible for the product deliverables in your are. Making
sure we deliver quality software timely.
You will work closely with Product Management (PM) to create
solutions that satisfy business/customer requirements defined by
PM.
You are responsible for the career development, training, hiring,
daily follow up and management within your area/product;
You are the one coaching and stimulating your team members to
work with scrum and make them successful in their daily work;
You are the owner of the recruitment process for your area/product
and make sure that your team members receive their yearly reviews
in order for them to develop themselves further.



You have a Master of Bachelor degree in a relevant field;



You bring in your management as leadership skills which help to
inspire your team members, help them grow and develop and be
the best in their job;



Strong IT and specifically software development background;



You easily connect and talk with people on different levels;



Your English is fluent.

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957
There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

Senior Engineer
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:



In this job, you will join one of Unit4's R&D Centers! As a
Developer, you will be part of the development and maintenance of
Unit4 products. For this, you will work from our Granada office, you
will interact with various other teams and colleagues, for example
from Poland - where there's another R&D Center.



Working as Developer, you will have an assigned mentor and
receive Test Driven Development training.



You will develop code following Agile Software Development, and
you will join in daily stand-ups and iteration planning. You will
participate in different projects, some of them, with the most recent
cloud service platforms, like Azure



In this job, you will work together with a team of developers and
testers, who are eager to share their knowledge and experience
and also to learn from you. You will be responsible for code reviews
and your code will be reviewed by your colleagues. You will also
refine user stories with the team!



As a Developer, you will work closely with Product Management
(PM) to create code for solutions that meet the needs and wants of

Funciones:

our customers, all over the world. To be successful in this job, you
will work with your team to guarantee the quality of the code
delivered and respond immediately if checked in code causes
broken build or test. You will also inform your Engineering Manager
if you and the team are not able to deliver on time and on quality.

Se requiere:

You have a have a minimum of 3 years of higher education within
information technology and/or equivalent relevant experience within
software development, which means that you have knowledge or
experience of agile software development, which will be an advantage.
Having experience in any of the following technologies like .NET and C#,
Java, Git, TFS, Javascript, HTML5, CSS3, Microservice architectures,
Message based architectures or Machine learning is an advantage.
We will provide you with differents trainings to keep progressing your
career, not only related to our producs but also technology related and
softskills training.
You have the desire for an international career, so your English skills are
great. You easily connect with others, so you also like to work in a team
with different cultures and backgrounds - you will have colleagues from
Poland, Denmark, for example.

Competencias
a valorar:

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957
There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

Business Analyst
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:

Funciones:














You work on product(s) and business case portfolio within the
Education area;
You will execute cross-product and cross-functional product
strategy and develop business cases for new or existing products
and localisations;
You will contribute to the functional product roadmap within your
domain and help identify and recommend buy, partner and build
alternatives;
You act as a customer during the development phase to make sure
that product solutions meet customer's needs and want and meets
the business/market requirements.
You will work on an agile environment and you will assist scrum
teams with your knowledge and experience in software design, as
in data modelling;
You translate market requirements and business cases into solid
design specifications and assists both Software Engineers and Test
Analysts with understanding those requirements;
You will create user stories and detailed business requirements
documentation, in which you can and will prioritize
You will connect and work with your peers in Product Management
and Lead Business Analysts to understand the customer needs and
use this knowledge to create the most effective functional
requirements design and User Stories;
You will create designs in close cooperation with Quality
Management and Engineering;
You plan and create pre-sales material and demo-systems, working
closely with Product Marketing;
You support Product Marketing interacting with key external
customers, partners and events to maximize adoption.



You have a Bachelor or Master degree in Business Administration or
experience on software sector;



3+ years of experience in a similar position in a relevant field;



Your knowledge and engaging manner makes it easy for you to get
business benefits across to consultants and customers;



You have a commercial mindset;



You have a strong analytical mind and a good understanding and
knowhow of product marketing, product management and/or
software development and services related to business software;



Your English is fluent.

Se requiere:

Competencias
a valorar:

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957
There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

Engineer – Developer – Technical domain
Puesto:

Unit4
Empresa:

Funciones:



In this job, you will join one of Unit4’s R&D Centers! As a
Developer, you will be part of the development and maintenance of
Unit4 products. For this, you will work from our Granada office, you
will interact with various other teams and colleagues, for example
from Poland - where there’s another R&D Center.



Working as Developer, you will have an assigned mentor and
receive Test Driven Development training.



You will develop code following Agile Software Development, and
you will join in daily stand-ups and iteration planning. You will
participate in different projects, some of them, with the most recent
cloud service platforms, like Azure



In this job, you will work together with a team of developers and
testers, who are eager to share their knowledge and experience
and also to learn from you. You will be responsible for code reviews

and your code will be reviewed by your colleagues. You will also
refine user stories with the team!


As a Developer, you will work closely with Product Management
(PM) to create code for solutions that meet the needs and wants of
our customers, all over the world. To be successful in this job, you
will work with your team to guarantee the quality of the code
delivered and respond immediately if checked in code causes
broken build or test. You will also inform your Engineering Manager
if you and the team are not able to deliver on time and on quality.



You have a have a minimum of 3 years of higher education within
information technology and/or equivalent relevant experience within
software development, which means that you have knowledge or
experience of agile software development, which will be an
advantage.



Having experience in any of the following technologies like .NET
and C#, Java, Git, TFS, Javascript, HTML5, CSS3, Microservice
architectures, Message based architectures or Machine learning is
an advantage.
We will provide you with differents trainings to keep progressing
your career, not only related to our producs but also technology
related and softskills training.

Se requiere:





You have the desire for an international career, so your English
skills are great. You easily connect with others, so you also like to
work in a team with different cultures and backgrounds - you will
have colleagues from Poland, Denmark, for example.

Competencias
a valorar:

Se ofrece:

In our offices in Granada, you will find a great, young and energetic team!
You will find a team that allows high level of flexibility and independence
where work/life balance is in focus – this means that you’re the one
responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi Time), and even work
from home every now and then.
You will find a a team that comes from a diverse background, sharing a
passion and drive for innovation and quality. Check out our Bug Conquest
https://vimeo.com/201849957
There is also time for you to have fun participating in social events
organized by our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our
Unit4Cares group, time for sports with Unit4Moves and time to be conscious
about the role of women in technology with our Business Women Network.

